
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumers and flavors and ingredients in
proteins

•• Attitudes about value added proteins
•• Most consumed flavor families with proteins
•• Consumer experience and interest in emerging flavors with proteins

While sales of proteins rose across most protein types, the impact of the
pandemic and its lingering circumstances have been disproportionate in
“normalization” reflecting a trifecta of altered routines, rising prices and need
for convenience. Proteins with strong ties to convenience and value have
sustained elevated sales into 2021, while others with ties to indulgence and
dining out have slightly slowed.

For many, cooking fatigue has set in, and brands stand to benefit from the
convenience that value-added proteins provide. Still, many consumers are also
eager to dine out. And just as the extreme limitations and the ripple effects of
the pandemic altered consumer and brand behavior, brands will have to
adapt to navigate the loosening of those limitations.

Going forward, rising protein prices may push consumers back to at-home
consumption of all protein types. Despite the added cost, value-added options
can help consumers find the middle ground between the allure of dining out
and beating cooking burnout. Simplifying the shopping, meal planning and
cooking experience even just a little while supporting interest in economical
cuisine and flavor exploration can come from both protein innovation and
pairings.

Millennial consumers are a step ahead of their older and younger counterparts
in trial and interest in the next generation of flavor trends where global and
regional influence, bold flavors and heat are common themes. But don’t count
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older adults out, especially with simpler, more familiar or easier-to-find flavor
profiles like coconut, turmeric, hot honey and Korean BBQ.
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Figure 8: Total US sales and fan chart forecast of proteins, at
current prices, 2019-21

• Proteins consumed remain traditional
Figure 9: Proteins consumed, 2021

• Younger adults less likely to engage
Figure 10: Proteins consumed, by generation, 2021

• Classic flavors are poised for change
Figure 11: Primary protein flavors, by generation, 2021

• Volatile supply chain impacts availability and prices
Figure 12: Changes in consumer food price indexes, by
category, year-over-year, 2020-2021

• Rise in home cooking points to flavor opportunities
Figure 13: Cooking frequency, by generation, 2021

• Ties to health are tricky
Figure 14: Protein Associations, September 2020

• Environmental concerns slowly chipping away at protein
choice
Figure 15: Top claims with animal and plant-based proteins,
October 2018-2021
Figure 16: Environmental claims – Protein, 2016-2021

• Experiential convenience can keep consumers cooking…
Figure 17: Protein attitudes and behaviors, 2021

• …and can be a gateway to reach younger consumers
• Evolving palates point to heating and sweetening up the

menu
Figure 18: Preferred protein flavor families, by generation,
2021

• Plant-based alternatives and blends deliver on convenience
for parents
Figure 19: Plant-based protein consumption changes, by
parental status, February 2021

• Value-added Latin rises
• Operators move to mainstream plant-based
• Middle Eastern/Mediterranean poised for expansion

• Value-added proteins take Latin inspiration from menus
• Spicy chicken war lands in the freezer case
• Sweet heat is borderless
• Mainstreaming of meat analogs moves beyond burgers

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: NOW – WHAT’S TRENDING
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Figure 20: Top-growing claims – Meat, poultry, fish, meat
substitutes, Q2 2021

• Poultry brands dress up chicken thighs with global flavors
• Meat snacks 2.0

• Mediterranean/Middle Eastern
Figure 21: Interest and experience with flavor – net any future
interest, 2021

• Protein flavor sets the stage
• Proteins consumed remain traditional
• Younger adults lean into complex flavors
• Layer the flavor
• Regional flavors, heat are next generation flavors

• It’s all about the flavor with meats and meat analogs
Figure 22: Protein attitudes and behaviors, 2021
Figure 23: Protein attitudes and behaviors, by gender, 2021

• Parents key target for value-added proteins
Figure 24: Protein attitudes and behaviors, by parental status,
2021

• Proteins consumed remain traditional
Figure 25: Proteins consumed, 2021

• Less-engaged young adults signal a shift in the future
protein consumer
Figure 26: Proteins consumed, by generation, 2021

• Classic flavor profiles continue to dominate
Figure 27: Preferred protein flavor families, 2020-21
Figure 27: Preferred protein flavor families, by generation,
2021

• Classics can pave the way for flavor combo inspirations
Figure 28: Primary protein flavors, 2021
Figure 29: TURF Analysis – Preferred protein flavors, July 2021

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: NEAR – WHAT TO WATCH FOR

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: NEXT – WHAT’S IN THE PIPELINE

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS TOWARD PROTEINS

PROTEINS (AND ALTERNATIVES) CONSUMED

PREFERRED PROTEIN FLAVOR FAMILIES

NOW: PRIMARY PROTEIN FLAVORS CONSUMED
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• Women more engaged with mainstream flavors
Figure 30: Primary protein flavors, by gender, 2021

• Gen Zs are lukewarm on the classics
Figure 31: Primary protein flavors, by generation, 2021

• Consumers find heat through regional flavors
Figure 32: Experience and interest in protein flavors – Near,
2021

• Gen Zs, Millennials more interested in near flavors than
mainstream ones
Figure 33: Experience and interest in protein flavors – Near,
net any future interest, by generation, 2021

• “Next” flavors gain steam despite pandemic
Figure 34: Experience and interest in protein flavors – Next,
2021

• Millennials driving eastern cuisine exploration
Figure 35: Experience and interest in protein flavors – Next,
net any future interest, by generation, 2021

• Parents, especially dads, eager for new protein flavors
Figure 36: Interest in trial, by generation, parental status and
gender, 2021

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

NEAR – EXPERIENCE AND INTEREST IN PROTEIN FLAVORS

NEXT – EXPERIENCE AND INTEREST IN PROTEIN FLAVORS

INTEREST IN TRIAL

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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